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THE EFFECTIVE BANDWIDTH OF A SYSTEM*

By PAUL M. CHIRLIAN (Stevens Institute of Technology)

Summary. Bounds on the effective bandwidth, based upon transient response are
obtained.

1. Introduction. The use of a numerical bandwidth is an attempt to describe a
system frequency response by a single number. This is in general only useful when the
frequency response curves are of similar shape. However, very often useable results
are obtained. The criterion used to determine the bandwidth depends upon the device.
A definition will be discussed here that is useful when transient response is important.
We shall consider the bandwidth to include all frequencies which make a substantial
contribution to the (transient) response. That is if the difference between the actual
time response and the time response calculated by assuming that there are no frequency
components above ue is negligible, then co„ is an upper bound on the bandwidth. The
unit step response shall be used as a standard here. If a different time function was
used different results could be obtained.

In general this definition of bandwidth requires that lengthy transient response
calculations be made. To avoid this we shall develop bounds on coc which can be very
easily obtained.

2. Bandwidth bounds. We shall consider that H(u), the system function is normal-
ized so that the final value of the unit step response is unity. (We are only considering
high frequency response here.) Consider that A(t) is the actual unit step response and
A! (t) is the one which is calculated assuming that H(u) = 0 for co > ue . The percent
error is

= |A{t) - 4,(01 X 100. (1)
Now let us introduce the bounds. If, we have a function G(u) such that

0 < |//(co) | < G(co) for co > coc (2)

then [1]
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Then in determining a criterion for the bandwidth we choose a %5 to use. Let us call
this %Sb then obtain an coc such that

~, ioo r g(a) ,
%Sb =   / dw (4)
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is satisfied. This uc is an upper bound on the bandwidth.
To simplify our calculation let us assume that

[//(to) | < e(co0/w)\ co > coo , (5)

substituting in (4) we obtain (note that coe > co0)

coc = [100e/Trn%S]'/nuo . (6)
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For instance if %S = 10%, n = 3, and t = 1.0 then <oe = 1.02a>0 . This is almost at
the frequency where H(u>) starts to fall off. On the other hand if n = 1 then coc = 3.183o>0.

Another type of asymptotic fall off may be useful in distributed integrated circuits.
In this case

0 < |ff(«)| < e exp (—n(o,/a,n)l/2). (7)

Then substituting in (4) we obtain

%h = Ei(-n(o>c/wn)U2) (8)
7r

where

Ei(-x) = (e~Vy) dy (9)

this is a form of the exponential integral and is tabulated [2], If Ei (—x) = —y then

Ei~l(—y) = -x (10)

Then

CO, = {&-'(-%W200«)}2. (11)
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These values can be obtained from the table [2],
3. Conclusion. We have defined bandwidth in terms of transient response. The

frequency bandwidth includes those frequencies which are important to the transient
response. Such a bandwidth is not only useful as a figure of merit it also enables the
system designer to specify frequency requirements in a cascade of equipment. As a
figure of merit a relatively large value of %8b should be chosen, (e.g. it would be un-
realistic to base the bandwidth on a %Sb = 0.001). On the other hand if uc is used
to ascertain the bandwidth of devices that are to be cascaded with the one in question
then a %5b based upon desired system response should be used. In this case Sb may
be small.
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